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About This Game

Rex got lost in this hostile jungle! Help him finish the l 5d3b920ae0

Title: Junglex
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2019

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits
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Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4
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Fun Platformer, lots of levels and gets harder and harder with time.. Loveless Mario clone. Some assets were not properly
prepared and have a border around the images, some sounds are clipping, some game over messages suggest ad videos were
intended. Stay away.. Pretty darn fun brings me way back to the real mario games!! only problem i seen is you bounce off
everything so when you jump a gap and something is to close on other side you run into it and it bounces you back makes you
fall in gap.. is good game. Buggy play store game, not kidding when I say repeats the same level 4 times, has no variety and is
boring.. Fun Platformer, lots of levels and gets harder and harder with time.
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